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Abstract. We demonstrated the Hong-Ou-Mandel (HOM) interference between two photons after visible-
to-telecommunication wavelength conversion. In the experiment, we prepared a heralded single photon by
using spontaneous parametric down-conversion and the other photon from a weak laser source at 780
nm. We converted the wavelength of both photons to the telecommunication wavelength of 1522 nm by
using difference-frequency generation, and then observed the HOM interference between the photons. The
observed visibility is 0.76 ± 0.12 which clearly shows the non-classical interference of the two photons.
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Introduction – A quantum interface for wavelength
conversion of photons [1] is an integral part for build-
ing quantum information networks among different kinds
of physical systems, and it has been actively stud-
ied [2, 3]. Especially, for optical-fiber-based quantum
communication over a long distance with quantum re-
peaters [4], wavelength conversion of photons entangled
with quantum memories to telecommunication bands is
required. So far many of quantum memories entan-
gled with visible photons have been demonstrated [5],
which necessitates a quantum interface for visible-to-
telecommunication wavelength conversion without de-
stroying entanglement. Furthermore, in order to es-
tablish an entanglement between the remote quantum
memories through two-photon interference, two down-
converted telecom photons must be indistinguishable in
the Bell measurement at the relay node. Entanglement-
preserving visible-to-telecommunication wavelength con-
versions with high fidelities have been demonstrated in
Ref. [7]. However, non-classical interference, i.e. the
Hong-Ou-Mandel (HOM) interference [6] between two
down-converted telecom photons has never been demon-
strated. Related experiments have been restricted to
the HOM interference between up-converted visible pho-
tons [3].

In this work, we present the first demonstration
of the HOM interference between two light pulses
at the telecommunication band after frequency down-
conversion, which matches up with fiber-based quantum
communication with quantum repeaters. We initially
prepared two light pulses at 780 nm, one being a heralded
single photon generated from spontaneous parametric
down-conversion (SPDC) and the other being a coher-
ent light pulse directly from the laser. Their wavelengths
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Figure 1: (a) The experimental setup. (b) Two-fold co-
incidence counts between DV and DT1, and between DV

and DT2.

were converted to 1522 nm by difference-frequency gener-
ation (DFG) using a periodically-poled LiNbO3 (PPLN)
waveguide. We then observed the HOM interference be-
tween the converted light pulses. The interference visibil-
ity was 0.76 ± 0.12, which clearly exceeds the maximum
value of 0.5 in the classical wave theory [8].

Experiments – The experimental setup for the HOM
interference is shown in Fig. 1 (a). A pico-second light
pulse from a mode-locked Ti:sapphire (Ti:S) laser (wave-



length: 780 nm; pulse width: 1.2 ps; repetition rate:
82 MHz) is divided into two beams. One beam is fre-
quency doubled by second harmonic generation (SHG),
and then pumps a Type-I phase-matched 1.5mm-thick β-
barium borate (BBO) crystal to generate a vertically(V)-
polarized photon pair in modes A and B through SPDC.
The photon in mode A is measured by a superconducting
single photon detector (SSPD) [10] denoted by DV after
the spectral filtering by a Bragg grating (BGV) with a
bandwidth of 0.2 nm, and then a heralded single photon
in mode B is prepared. The other beam with an average
photon number of ∼ 0.2 is sent along the same light path
as the photon B. Time difference between the photon B
and the subsequent coherent light pulse is set to ∼ 400
ps. The two light pulses in the visible range are then sent
to the frequency down-converter.

In the frequency down-converter, a V-polarized cw
pump laser at 1600 nm with a power of 500 mW is com-
bined with the signal beams at 780 nm by a dichroic mir-
ror (DM). They are focused on the Type-0 quasi-phase
matched PPLN waveguide [9]. The length of the PPLN
crystal is 20 mm and the acceptable bandwidth is cal-
culated to be 0.3 nm. After passing through the PPLN
waveguide, the strong pump light is reduced by a high-
pass filter (HPF), and the light converted to the wave-
length of 1522 nm is extracted by two BGs (BGT) with
a bandwidth of 1 nm.

The light pulses from the frequency down-converter are
split into a short path (S) and a long path (L) by a BS.
Time difference between S and L is changed by mirror M
on a motorized stage. The pulses passing through S and
L are mixed by a second BS for the HOM interference.
The two output beams from the BS are coupled to single-
mode fibers followed by two SSPDs DT1 and DT2.

An electric signal from DV is connected to a time-to-
digital converter (TDC) as a start signal, and electric
signals from DT1 and DT2 are connected to the TDC as
stop signals. Fig. 1 (b) shows the histograms of the co-
incidence counts of DV&DT1 and DV&DT2. The central
peak among the observed three peaks in each histogram
includes the events where two photons from the heralded
single photon and the coherent light pulse simultaneously
arrived at the BS. Therefore, in order to see the HOM
interference, we collect the coincidence events within 300-
ps time windows of the two central peaks, which corre-
sponds to the threefold coincidence events among DV,
DT1 and DT2.

The experimental result of the dependency of the
threefold coincidence counts on the optical delay is shown
in Fig. 2, which clearly indicates the HOM dip. The ob-
served visibility of 0.76 ± 0.12 at the zero delay point
was obtained by the best fit to the experimental data
with a Gaussian. The full width at half maximum was
approximately 2.9 mm which corresponds to ∼ 10 ps of
a delay time. The high visibility clearly shows the non-
classical interference of the two light pulses converted to
the telecommunication band.

Conclusion – We have demonstrated the HOM in-
terference of the two light pulses which are frequency
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Figure 2: Observed HOM interference between two light
pulses. The threefold coincidence counts have been ob-
served in the 300-ps time windows. Solid curves are
Gaussian fitted to the experimental counts. Dashed hor-
izontal lines describe the minimum values of the dips in
the classical wave theory.

down-converted to the telecommunication wavelength of
1522 nm from the visible wavelength of 780 nm. We ob-
served a visibility of 0.76± 0.12, which clearly shows the
non-classical interference of the two light pulses. We be-
lieve that the high-visibility wavelength conversion will
be one of the key devices for many applications of quan-
tum communication over long distance such as quantum
repeaters.
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